Multiple linear regression for index SNP selection on unphased genotypes.
The search for the association between complex diseases and single nucleotide polymorphism (SNPs) or haplotypes has recently received great attention. Recent successes in high throughput genotyping technologies drastically increase the length of available SNP sequences. This elevates the importance for the use of a small subset of informative SNPs, called index SNPs, accurately representing the rest of the SNPs (i.e., the rest of the SNPs can be highly predicted from the index SNPs). Index SNP selection achieves the compaction of huge unphased genotype data (obtained, e.g., from Affimetrix Map Array) in order to make feasible fine genotype analysis. In this paper we propose a novel index SNP selection on unphased genotypes based on multiple linear regression (MLR) SNP prediction. We measure the quality of our index SNP selection algorithm by comparing actual SNPs with the SNPs computationally predicted from chosen index SNPs. We obtain an extremely good prediction rates and compression. For example, for region ENm010 (123 SNPs), we can use 2% of SNPs for representing all SNPs with 93.5% accuracy. An experimental study on 4 ENCODE regions from HapMap shows that our method uses significantly fewer index SNPs (e.g., up to two times less index SNPs to reach 90% prediction accuracy) than the state-of-the-art method of Halperin et al. for genotypes.